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INTRODUCTION 
We have discovered techniques for detecting families of p-primary 
elements in the stable homotopy groups of the spheres, for primes 
p > 7. These elements are constructed using certain stable cell complexes 
called V(n), which seem to exist when p is sufficiently large (depending 
on n). They are detected (proved nonzero) by higher order operations 
in the cohomology theory given by the p-primary Brown-Peterson 
spectrum BP. In particular, we have 
THEOREM A. There exist nontrivial elements 
(r113’)t=ap+b,O~a<b~~-l} 
zn p~+s (the p-primary stable stems) for p > 7. The element qy’ is in the 
GP” + (t - 1)p + t - 2)q - 3) stem, where Q = 2(p - 1). 
A V(n)-spectrum is defined to be a stable cell complex whose coho- 
mology is a certain exterior algebra over the modp Steenrod algebra 
(see Section 2). It is known that nontrivial elements {LX~} (t > 1) can be 
constructed whenever V(1) exists [24, 251, and that there is a parallel 
nontrivial family vi) (t > 1) whenever V(2) exists [22, 321. In a similar 
fashion, if for the prime p we can find a stable spectrum V(n), we may 
write down a family {qp’) of stable homotopy elements of order p, 
generalizing the cy and /3 families. To find whether any of these elements 
are nontrivial, we develop a theory of higher order operations in gener- 
alized cohomology theories that satisfy a sparseness condition, and then 
we present specific BP operations whose effect on the mapping cone 
C(qp’) can he calculated explicitly: 
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THEOREM B. Suppose p is a prime for which V(n) exists. Let BP* be 
the coe@ien$ ring for BP-cohomology, and v, K be the canonical BP*- 
module generators (see Section 6) of BP*(C(qp’)). Then ;f n < 2p - 1, 
there is an nth order BP operation Ir, such that 
~T$‘) = %,tK mod I, 
where x,,~ is an element of BP* described in Theorem 8.1 below, and 
I = (Im Al n BPffnst))K n even, 
I = (Im B3 n BPfcnst))K n odd; 
where f (n, t) = deg(x,,J, and A, , B, are vectors of primary BP opera- 
tions given in Section 7. 
COROLLARY C. If x,, in $ -I, then I # 0. 
Calculating the indeterminacy I seems to be a sticky algebraic problem 
for large n, but we can handle it for n < 5: 
THEOREM D. 
(i) If p is a prime for which V(3) exists, there are nontrivial elements 
{qi”’ 1 t = ap + b, 0 < a < b < p - 11. 
(ii) If p is a prime for which V(4) exists, there are nontrivial elements 
yy,..., qL$) , in addition to those mentioned in (i). 
(iii) If p is a prime for which V(5) exists, there are nontrivial elements 
d5) ,*-*, $21 , in addition to those mentioned in (i) and (ii). 
Combining the calculations of Toda and the second authors [26, 341, 
we obtain Theorem A. Work now in progress indicates that the elements 
~1~1, ~1~) in Theorem C will exist for sufficiently large primes. 
The special case of y1 = 77:‘) was treated in [28], which is an excellent 
introduction to the main ideas of this paper.l While this first element 
satisfies y1 = E&,-~ , most of the remaining elements of Theorem A 
lie somewhat deeper. 
1 The controversy between the authors and S. Oka and H. Toda about the element y1 
(see [28]) has now been resolved. In fact, Toda has come up with a different proof that 
y1 # 0, verifying our earlier result. 
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COROLLARY E. Either the elements r]i3),..., $?I are all indecomposable 
OY there exist as yet unknown elements in pans decomposing them. 
Proof. It is known that %/& = 0 for r > 2 [27], and any product 
of two or more or’s is zero (cf. [13]). By a filtration argument in the 
Adams-Novikov spectral sequence [31], this leaves a1fi1, o/,.E~ as the 
only products of known elements that can possibly involve qi3’. But 
by 7.6 of [13] are8 can be nonzero only when deg arc8 < (2p2 + 2p-3)q-- 
3 < deg qi3’, and it is also easy to check that ~4, cannot lie in the same 
stem as any yi3’, 2 < t < p - 1. This proves that if 3 < t < p - 1, 
then ~1~’ cannot be expressed as a linear combination of products of 
known stable homotopy elements, as desired. 
We strongly suspect that infinitely many of the elements 713’ are 
nontrivial (see [12]), and the higher families may well be infinite also. 
Another important problem, in view of Theorem C, is “Which V(n)- 
spectra exist for which primes ?” [20, 341. If we could answer these 
questions, as well as some of those proposed in [31], and fit the anom- 
alous elements ci , E’, y into some variant of the V(n)-construction, we 
would have a very strong hold on the p-primary stable stems for large p. 
The BP spectrum and its associated cohomology theory, which will 
be used in all our nontriviality proofs, are q-sparse: The algebra of 
primary operations BP*(BP) is zero in gradings not divisible by q = 
2(p - 1). This is one of the reasons why BP is such a good tool for 
homotopy theorists. Sparseness, for example, is crucial for the con- 
struction of higher operations (Sections 3 and 4) and BP, according to 
the Peterson-Wilson uniqueness theorem [30, Theorem 41 is the only 
reasonable torsion-free sparse spectrum. Moreover, BP cannot be split 
as a ring spectrum, since HZ,*(BP) is the algebra of Steenrod pth 
powers, which cannot be split as a module over the mod p Steenrod 
algebra. For detecting elements of order p, BP*(BP) @ 2, seems simpler 
than BPZ,*(BPZ,) [lo]. Finally, recent results of Johnson [l l] indicate 
that the theories bu and G are not as efficient in detecting the elements 
pi as is BP. 
Section 1 is a review of the necessary properties of the stable category 
in which we work (all standard material). In the next section we discuss 
V(n)-spectra and define the qr (n). Sections 3 and 4 are a self-contained 
account of how simple and useful the theory of higher operations becomes 
in a sparse cohomology theory such as BP. It is possible to construct 
higher operations (Section 3) so that any nth order relation among 
primary operations leads to an nth order operation, for n < 2p - 1 
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(Section 4). We link this to the problem of detecting elements of the 
stable stems in Section 5. 
Specializing now to BP cohomology, we show in Section 6 how in 
the case of the q I”’ the nth order operations and their indeterminacy 
can be expressed entirely in terms of primary operations. Section 7 
contains the description of the BP Adem-type relations that give rise 
to the operations in terms of conjugate-symmetric matrices over a 
Hopf algebra-an idea reminiscent of complex linear-operator theory. 
We feel that this is a promising new approach to the structure theory 
of higher operations. In Section 8 are the algebraic tricks necessary to 
clinch the argument, including a simply stated but nearly intractible 
problem in commutative algebra, whose complete solution would allow 
us to extend Theorem D considerably. 
The basic starting point for this work was Smith’s paper [22]. We are 
grateful to Smith for stimulating conversations. We also thank Frank 
Adams, Peter Landweber, and Frank Peterson for their help. Both 
authors were partially supported by the National Science Foundation. 
1. RECOLLECTIONS FROM STABLE HOMOTOPY THEORY 
We will work in the (graded) category Y of stable homotopy theory, 
as recently formulated by Adams [4] ( see also Boardman [4] and Puppe 
[21].) The objects in the category are CW-spectra; the morphisms of 
deg I are homotopy classes of maps of deg r, r E 2. Note that a map 
is itself an equivalence class of functions of spectra and that a function 
need be defined only on a cofinal subspectrum. See [4, Sect. 21 for 
precise definitions and details. 
We now summarize the properties of Y we will need. If A and B are 
spectra, define the set of morphisms from A to B of deg r to be [A, B]’ = 
[A, 4-r 9 i.e., those maps LY represented by a functionfwith components 
f,: As-+&r> n E 2. Write [A, B] for [A, B]O. 
There is a suspension functor S defined on Y ([4, Sect. 3]), with the 
key property ([4, Theorem 3.71) 
S: [A, B]* + [SA, SB]* E. a 1-l correspondence. U-1) 
This shows that [A, B]’ h as a natural abelian group structure, and thus, 
S is an isomorphism of groups, in (1.1). 
If A is a spectrum with components A, and structure maps E, , 
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define a new spectrum Z,A by (Z&I), = A,+i and (Z,,), = E,+~. 
Then z‘, clearly gives a functor Y, and one has 
& and S are naturally equivalent as functors from 9 to 9; U-2) 
see Theorem 6.1 of [21] and [4, p. 771. But 2, is invertible and hence so 
is S. Specifically, we define S-lA by 
(S-lA), = A,-, ) (S-lc), = EndI . (1.3) 
Thus, we may define the interated suspension functor ST, for all 
r E 2, satisfying the usual formulas: 
S’ 0 S” zcz ps, So = identity. 
If (Y. is a morphism we often will continue to write 01 for Sol, r E 2. 
Note that by (1.2) and (1.3) we have equivalences cr : A --t PA, of 
deg -Y, for all r E 2, (cf., [4, Proposition 4.9-j). Thus, if 01: A -+ B is a 
morphism of deg r, we obtain a morphism of degree zero, 5: A -+ SB 
by setting 
2 = cT o a: A + S’B. (1.4) 
In the remainder of the paper we often will restrict attention to morphisms 
of degree zero by using (1.4). 
Suppose then that 01: A -+ B is a morphism of degree zero. We then 
have the mapping cone of ai, C(a), with a canonical sequence of maps 
A 2-B j(a) l C(&) 8(U) , SA, (1.5) 
called the cofiber sequence of 01, [4, pp. 39401. We will say that a 
sequence 
of spectra (and morphisms of degree zero) is exact, if there is a diagram 
A L--+B i(U) ~ C((y) 8(Cf) , SA 
(1.6) 
in which the upper row is a cofiber sequence, each square commutes 
up to sign, and the vertical arrows are equivalences in Y. (Later, we 
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may sometimes blur the distinction between cofiber sequences and exact 
sequences.) 
Note that if 
A -% B -l--+ C(a) -% SA 
is a cofiber sequence, then the sequences 
S-T@.) 6; A L B --f--+ C(a), B 2 C(a) 6, SA L SB (1.7) 
are exact. Also, the sequence 
A=A-+*-+SA 
is exact for any spectrum A. 
Let X be a spectrum in Y and A 5 B -$ C L D an exact sequence. 
Then: 
(1.8) For all Y E 2, the sequences of abelian groups, 
[A, X]’ 6 P, Xl’ z-- [C, X]’ a [II, Xl’, 
[X, A]’ --% [X, B]’ B’, [X, C]’ Y*, [X, D-J”, 
are exact [4, 3.9-101. 
Exact sequences have two other important properties. 
(1.9) Given the following diagram, in which the rows are exact 
sequences and the square commutes up to sign, 
A-B- C - SA 
LI 
1 1 1 
a 
A’---+B’-+C’--+SA’, 
there is a (nonunique) morphism C -+ C’ so that the middle square 
commutes and the right-hand square commutes up to sign (see [7, 
J- 121). 
The following property is basically the 3 x 3 lemma for cofibrations 
(e.g., see [6]); in the literature of stable homotopy theory it is known as 
Verdier’s axiom. 
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(1.10) Given maps 
such that j3 o Q! = y, there is an exact sequence 
C(P) ---% C(Y) --L C(a) -a% SW), 
which makes the braid diagram 
A ’ l c - cc4 6 sc@) 
SB ... 
S-T(a) 6 ’ C(P) t SA -SC Y 
commute up to sign (see [4, Lemma 6.8; 7, J. 131). 
Remark. Each finite CW complex, such as 5’” u fen+k, determines 
a spectrum, which we will usually call So u rek; similarly for complexes 
with three or more cells. 
2. CONSTRUCTION OF THE STABLE ELEMENTS q(ln) 
For a given prime p, we are going to describe how to define infinite 
families of stable homotopy elements, under the assumption that 
certain V(‘(n)-spectra having specified properties can be constructed, 
We first give two equivalent abstract characterizations of V(n)-spectra; 
we also show how they are constructed in practice. Then we use the 
V((n)‘s to define the elements VI”‘. 
Ckaracterization of V(n) 
A p-spectrum is a connective spectrum X that satisfies HZ,,(X) = 0 
for all primes p $1 p. Recall that the spectrum BP was originally described 
by the property that there is a map f : BP -+ HZ, such that 
f.+ : HZ&BP) + HZ,,(Hz,) is a monomorphism onto the polynomial 
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subalgebra Z,[[, , &s ,...I of the dual of the modp Steenrod algebra A,. 
It is then natural to look for a p-spectrum X with a map f : X-t HZ, 
such that HZ,,(f) is a monomorphism onto the exterior algebra 
A[T~, 71 ,...I. Such an object would be called a V(c0) spectrum, if it 
existed, and we would have HZ, g BP h V( co). Since no such spectrum 
has been found, however, we must weaken the definition: A p-spectrum 
X is of type V(n) if there is a map f: X -+ HZ, such that f* : HZ,.(X) ---f 
HZ,.(HZ,) is a monomorphism onto cl[~,, ,..., T,] Essentially, we are 
prescribing HZ,,( V(n)) as a module over A, . For example, V(0) exists: 
We can take V(0) = So u pel, a Moore space. Spectra V(1) are con- 
structed as stable four-cell complexes in [22]. 
There is an equivalent characterization of V(n) spectra in terms of BP 
cohomology. With homology grading, the coefficient ring BP, = 
BP,(SO) is Zt,)[v, , vu2 ,... 1, a polynomial algebra over the integers 
localized at p, on generators zli of dimension 2(pi - 1). Then we may 
also define a V(n)-object in the category of p-spectra by specifying the 
structure of its BP-homology as a BP,-module: 
BP*pp)) 5% BP*I(P, %,*.-9 f-L); (2.1) 
and this is equivalent to the previous definition. (In fact, both determine 
V(n) up to mod p equivalence (cf. [26, Theorem 4.11). Then we also 
know BP*( V(n)), since BP*(X) = BP,(DX), where DX is the Spanier- 
Whitehead dual of X, but DV(n) = V(n). For the coefficient ring in 
cohomology, the rules is BPt = BP-, , t E 2. 
Constructing V(n) 
For i > 0, define integers Qzi and Ni by 
Q{ =2&i- l), Ni =&. (2.2) 
0 
(Thus Q. = No = 0, and Q1 = q = 2~ - 2; also Qi 3 Ni f 0 
mod q). For a given 12 > 0, assume V(n - 1) exists; we will describe 
a map 4, : So*V(/‘(n - 1) --f V(, - 1) which (if it exists) has V(n) as 
its mapping cone. 
Begin with V(-1) = S, de1 = p; then V(0) = C(+-,) = So U pel. 
Since BP*(V(-1)) = BP*(SO) = BP*, the cofibration sequence 
V(-1) “-1, V(-1) -+ V(0) + SV( - 1) gives BP*( V(0)) = S(BP*/(p)). 
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Now BP* = Z(,)[er, , 21s ,...I, where deg v)i = -Qi . For convenience, 
set v,, = p E BPO, and define ideals I, C BP* for n E 2 by 
I, = 0, n < ---I; 
I, = (% , Vl ,*.., %), n > 0. 
(2.3) 
Now given n >, 0, suppose that for each integer k, - 1 < K < n - 1, 
we have defined a space V(k) and a map dl, : SQk+lV(lz) -+ V(K) so that 
and 
BP*( V(k)) = sN~+““(BP*/Ik), (2.4) 
&*: SNk+“+l(BP*/Ik) + SNk+‘+“+‘(BP*/Ik) 
is multiplication by a,,,; in particular, &* is injective. 
Then if 
(2.5) 
V(n) = C(I$,-,) = mapping cone of +n-1 , (2.6) 
we can apply (2.4) and (2.5) to the cofibration sequence 
SonV(n - 1) A V(n - 1) - V/(n) __f S”,+lv(n - l), 
obtaining (2.4) and (2.5) for K = n. Spanier-Whitehead duality applied 
to (2.4) then shows that V(n) satisfies (2.1). Thus, if V(K) exists and a 
map & satisfying (2.5) can be found, we can define V(k + 1). 
If V(A) exists but it is difficult (or impossible) to find a suitable +k, 
we may instead look for a map 4,‘: SQk+lV(K) -+ SNk+k+l for which 
(&.‘)* is multiplication by v~+~ . (2.7) 
The mapping cone C(&.‘) is called V[K + (1/2”+l)]; to find out why, 
see [26]. 
Here are some known facts about V(n) spectra [22, 26, 341: 
V(O), V(*) exist for all primes; 
V(l), V( I$) exist for p >, 3, but not for p = 2; 
V(2), V(23) exist for p > 5, but not for p = 3; 
V(3) exists for p > 7, and possibly for p = 5. 
The existence of higher V(n)‘s is the subject of current research 
[20, 341, and it seems reasonable to assume that for a given n, a spectrum 
V(n) and a map $, will exist for large primes p. So let us assume that n is 
a fixed positive integer and p a fixed prime for which V(n) and 4, exist. 
The Stable Elements ~1~) 
Consider the cofibration sequence for the map & , -1 < K < n: 
P+‘v(k) a V(R) 2 V(k + 1) 6, sok+l+lv(K). 
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Thus, j, is the inclusion, and 6, collapses V(K) to a point. For t > 1, 
let $ka: PQk+lV(K) + V(k) be the t-fold composition 
Sto”“V(K) 
pw+1,& 
-, s(t-1) owlq(k) 3 *** -+ SO”“V(K) 3 V(k). 
We define the stable homotopy class vp+l’: SQ*+l --t SNm+n+l, n > 0, 
lying in thep-primary (tQn+r - (N, + n + l))-stem, to be the composite 
in the following diagram: 
Stow(n) %” + V(n) 
in-1 t 8 n-1 
stOn+v(n - 1) Son+lV(n 1 - 1) 
t 1 %-2 
f30n+on-1+2v(n _ 2) 
(2.8) 
t 4 
sto*+w(o) SNn+n V(0) 
i-1 
t 1 
8-l 
Stow 
+l+1) 3 t sN,,+n+l 
Note that the composite 6-,S, *.. S,-,$, : SQn+lV(n) -+ SNn+n+r is a 
suitable map 4,’ (2.7). Th us, if we do not have a space V(n + l), we 
can still construct ~p+l’ as the composite 
i,-1. $L, SOW -* SontlV(n) 2 s N,+n+l , (2.9) 
providing that &’ exists; in other words, that V[n + (1/2”fl)] exists. 
The elements I generalize several well-known families: 
# = tit [l, 24,251, defined for@ > 3, t > 1; 
VI”’ = /It [22,25, 321, defined for p > 5, t 3 1 
andp = 3, 1 < t <p - 1; 
2’ = yI [27, 28, 331, defined for p > 5. 
All of the above elements are known to be essential. We will extend 
these nontriviality results to the higher 7 families. 
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3. HIGHER ORDER COHOMOLOGY OPERATIONS 
Given spectra A and X in 9, we write A”(X) for [X, AIn, n 6 2; 
thus, An(X) is the nth cohomology group of X using the spectrum A. 
A morphism cu: A --+ B of deg I gives a homomorphism cy* : A”(X) -+ 
Bn+P(X): a* is a primary (= first-order) operation, since 01.+ commutes 
with cohomology homomorphisms induced by mappings. Our goal is to 
define nth order operations for n >, 2. 
First, we will generalize the classical notion of geometric resolution or 
Postnikov tower. This will allow us to describe nth order operations in 
a very general setting, involving one or several cohomology theories. 
We then show that in certain cases these operations can be evaluated in 
terms of primary operations alone. 
This section is self-contained: no prior acquaintance with higher 
operations is assumed. For earlier treatments of higher operations, 
see [17, 231. 
Define an nth order cofiber sequence, n > 2, to be a diagram P of 
spectra and morphisms in 9, 
In S-IB,, F E, *la --+ %+, 
I Pll 
+ 
S-lB,-, - jn-l En-, h-l+ B, 
:Pn-l 
S-lB, - Ei F Bi+l 
Pi 
$ 
S-‘&, k ,& rli_l Bi 
(3.1) 
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such that each sequence 
S-l& ii+ Ei pi+ E, 2-1 k Bi , (3.2) 
is exact, 2 < i < n; there is no condition on tjlz . 
We define an nth order operation vl, associated with such a P, as 
follows. Suppose that X is a spectrum and u a class in [X, EJ. We say 
that Y, is defined on u if there is a lifting z, E [X, E,]” such that 
T,,(V) = u, where in general 
~T=p2~.~.~pr:E,+E,. 
If lu, is defined on u, we set 
y,(u) = U YL+.J> CPC Bn+$, (3.3) 
2) 
where the union is over all liftings a. Thus ul, is given as a relation 
( i.e., a subset of [X, El8 x [X, B,,,]“). We sometimes write !P% = 
(41 >***, h>. 
We recover the classical definition of higher operations if we let each 
space B, be a generalized Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum. In general, 
however, El , B, ,..., B, may be thought of as representing different 
generalized cohomology theories. 
Define an (n - 1)th order operation Y,-, (the domain operation) by 
simply deleting the top line of (3.1), i.e., Y%-, = (I,$ ,..., &-i). By (1.8) 
it follows that YJu) is defined if and only if Y+,(u) is defined and 
0 E u’,-,(u). 
We also wish to define an (n - 1)th order operation Qn...i that will 
give the indeterminancy of ul, . For this, let Fr = S-T(TT~), 1 ,< r < n. 
(We set z-~ = 1: El + E, , so Fl = *). Let k, : F, --f E, be the morphism 
S(T,), given in (1.5). 
PROPOSITION 3.4. For 2 < r < n there is an exact sequence of 
morphisms, 
-62 4 F, -% F,-, - B, - SF, 
such that 
$4.4 0 L-1 = z!dr-2 f k,oi,. = &Ii,., and 
P, 0 kr = zkkr, 0 qr . 
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Proof. Apply the Verdier Axiom (l.lO), taking A = E, , B = E,-, , 
C = E, , 01 = rTwl, /3 = p, , y = rr, . 
For completeness, we define 
We now define @,-, = (C#Q ,..., &i), with the morphisms i, and q,, 
giving the analogue of diagram (3.1) in the obvious way. Note that up 
to equivalence, F, = S-lB, . 
Suppose now that lu, is defined on u E [X, Ells and let z1i, ~a E [X, E,]” 
be two liftings of U. Then by exactness (1.8) there is a class w E [X, FJs 
such that z’~ - v2 = k,,w and consequently 
* n*v1 - *n*v2 = L1*w, 
since bnP1 = 4, 0 k, . Moreover, if v E [X, E,IS is a lifting of u then so 
is v + kn*w, for any class w E [X, FJs. Summing up, we have proven: 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let lu, be an nth order operation, n 3 2. Then, 
for each spectrum X, u/, defines an additive relation ([16, p. 51]), 
with 
ul,: [X, &Is + [X, B,+J’, (s E Z), 
Domain Yn = Kernel Y,-, 
Indeterminancy ‘jr/, = Image a,-, , 
where 
yn-1: LX, JW - [X, &IS 
@ n-1: E-T S%IS + LX> Bn+JS, 
are the (n - 1)th order operations determined by pn, as de$ned above. 
We now verify that our operations satisfy axioms analogous to the 
usual ones [17]. To start, let x’ be a second spectrum and a: a morphism 
X’ -+X. Since operations are defined by the universal example, we 
have at once the naturality property: 
(3.6) Let u E [X, E$. If YJu) is defined, then so is 
yvs~*u> and a*Y,(u) c Y,(a*u). 
By (1.7) the functor ST, r E 2, preserves exact sequences. Thus, if we 
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apply ST to diagram (3.1) we obtain an nth order operation SrY, , the 
r-fold suspension of !Pm. Since Sr is a functor, we obtain by (1.1): 
(3.7) Suspension Property. Let u E [X, E,]“, s E 2. Then for r E 2, 
?PJS”U) is defined if, and only if, SrYJu) is defined. If both are defined, 
then 
S’Y&) = Iy,(S’u). 
Our next property of operations concerns the coboundary operator 
6 in a cofiber sequence. Suppose then, that X $ Y -% C(w) A SX is 
a cofiber sequence and that ?Pa is an nth order operation as defined 
above. Set 
We then have (cf. [17]): 
THEOREM 3.8 (PETERSON-STEINPROPERTY). Suppose we have classes 
v E [C(w), El] and w  E [SX, B,] such that yl,-,(o) is dejined and 
rS*w E Y+,(v). Then v’,(j*v) is de$ned and 
fX,(S-lw) Ef*Y,( j*v). 
Remark. In this formula, w  may be thought of as an element of the 
image of the functional operation (!P+& , defined by a switchback 
formula as in [19, Chap. 161, evaluated on j*u. Thus we will be able to 
evaluate the nth order operation Yn in terms of a functional (n -1)th 
order operation. 
Proof. Since 6*w E Y+~(v), there is a morphism v’: C(w) + Efipl 
such that 
(9 rr,el o w’ = v: C(j) -+ El , 
(ii) #n-1 0 v’ = w  o 6: C(j) ---f B, . 
Consider the following diagram: 
S-T(f) --f--+ x f j --+ Y - C(j-) 
1 1 
s-‘w 
I 
S’V : 111 
+ 1 
v’ 
S-1-L~ 4,-1 - S-IB,, Y E, - K-1 In PR 
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The left-hand square commutes by (ii) and the rows are exact. Thus, 
by (1.9) there is a morphism U’ as shown, which makes the entire diagram 
commute up to sign. 
Now by (i), r,...,,(v’) = v and so +rnl(zL) = j*v. Thus Y,(j*v) is 
defined and -#n*(~‘) E YJj*v), so that -- *#n*(~‘) if *yln(i*~). But 
f *hz*w = Ifln*(f *4 = #%z*(in*(SW> 
= (4, ojJ* (S-‘w) = A,(S-120). 
Therefore, --X,(S-lw) of *YJj*u), which completes the proof. 
With each nth order operation Y, we associate a sequence of maps: 
A, = a),. 03’~: S-lB, -+ B,+l , 2<r<n, (3.9) 
called the primary pieces of !P% . We think of the h, as primary coho- 
mology operations involving the theories represented by B, and B7+1 , 
for reasons that will become clear in the next section. For the moment, 
we point out that in some cases the indeterminacy subgroup of Y, is 
completely determined by the map h, . 
PROPOSITION 3.10 INDETERMINANCY DETERMINATION. Let X be a 
spectrum such that [X, FBJS = 0 for 1 < r < n and some s E 2. Then 
for any class u E [X, EJS such that Ym(u) is defined: 
Indeterminancy Y%(u) = h,[X, S-lB,JS. 
Proof. Define a sequence of operations n(i), 1 < i < n, by setting 
(1( 1) = Iv, and defining A(i) to the indeterminancy operation of A(i -l), 
i > 1. Thus A(i) has order n + 1 - i. Note that for i > 1, A(i) is 
associated with a cofiber sequence that terminates in a spectrum equi- 
valent to S-lBi, in the sense that (3.1) terminates in E, [(see remark 
following proof of (3.4)]. Also, A(n) = 5X, : S-lB, -+ B,+l. Thus, 
Indeterminancy U’,(U) 
= 112(2)[X, S-lB,IS 
= /1(2)(O) = (1(3)[X, S-lB,]’ = A(3)(0) 
= ..- = A(n - l)[X, S-‘B,J = A(n - l)(O) = /\,[X, S-lB,$. 
This completes the proof. 
607/20/3-2 
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In our applications Theorem 3.8 will be our main tool for calculating 
operations. For suppose we have the additional hypothesis: 
k-UK Bnflls 2 [XT &+,I”) c @pn-IF, ~-l&zl”. (3.11) 
We prove 
COROLLARY 3.12. Assume that (3.11) holds in addition to the hypotheses 
of Theorem 3.8. Let Q E [Y, Bn+Js be any morphism such that f *[ = 
&&(S-lw). Then +t E YJj*v). 
Proof. Suppose thatf *t = aX,(S-leu), where a = & 1. By Theorem 
3.8 there is a morphism 7 E ?PJj*v) such thatf*q = bX,(Fw), where 
b = &l. Thus 
abe - q E kerf* 
and so by hypothesis (3.11) 
abt E 71 + Indeterminancy ul, . 
Hence, j-5 E Yn(j*,), as asserted. 
We have thus succeeded in reducing the calculation of the nth order 
operation u/, on the element j*v to the calculation of !Pn-, on C(f), 
since .$ is expressed in terms of a primary operation on w, while w is 
obtained by pulling back Yfi,_,(v). This is why we call 3.12 the order 
reduction theorem. We will now set up machinery to iterate this pro- 
cedure until we need to work only with first-order operations. 
Let an nth-order diminished cofibration sequence An be a diagram 
like (3.1), satisfying (3.2), but with the map I,& omitted. Suppose 
f” 
x* - y7l 
1. 
3n 
x,, f,_lL Ynel --L sx, 
(3.13) 
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is such a sequence. Let 
g,=jz~~-~ojr:Yr-tYl, 2<r<n 
h, = h+l"f,: XT- s-c,, 3 2,(r<n--1. 
Given an nth order operation !I’% , let A, : S-lB, -+ B,+l , 2 < r < n, 
be the primary pieces of Y, (3.9). 
Our main result, the Unwinding Theorem, assumes the following 
hypotheses: 
Let Y, be an nth order operation and A” an nth order diminished 
cofibration sequence, n > 2. Suppose that the following sequences are 
exact : 
(9 [S-K+1 , R+JS --fk [Yr , B,+JS --t 0, 2<r<n--1, 
(ii) 0 + [Y, , B,+JS ‘,* - [-%a 9 ~n,,l”. 
Suppose, moreover, that there are classes 
% E [Yn , -Gl”, % E [Yl ,41”, wz E [S&i 9 w, 
such that 
(iii) (a) g,*(u,) = un * 
lb) 4J1*(%> = %*w. 
THEOREM 3.14. With the abooe hypotheses, there exist classes 
wi E [SX, ) BJS, 3<i<n, 
such that hi*wi+l =&(S-%ui),2<i<n- 1. 
Moreower, there is a unique class z, E [Y, , B,,,]” such that fn*(zn) = 
h,(S-lwu,), and &z, E YJu,). 
Given U, , this theorem exhibits an element z, E Yn(un) which is 
described recursively in terms of the primary pieces Xi of Yn . 
Proof. Let Y, = ($r , 4s). By Th eorem 3.8, since Yr is equivalent to 
C(fJ, there is a class ??a E [Yz , B$ such that .F~ E Y%(g,*u,) and fi*%2 = 
Qz(S-lw,), a2 = f 1. By hypothesis (i) there is a class wa E [SX, , BJS 
such that 6,*w, = a& . Thus 
h,*w, = fi*6,*w, = fa*(a&) = h,(S-lw,), 
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as required. Since &*(a,~,) E ul,(gz*u,) we again apply Theorem 3.8 to 
deduce that there is a class 5s E [Ya , BdS with us E ?Fs(gs*ui) and 
f*2, = a&S- lwa , a3 - f 1. Continuing in this way we obtain classes ) 
w, ,..., wn), (TV ,..., ,Q with 
h,*(w,+,) = X,(S-lWi), 2<i,<n-1 
.%i E Yi(g,*Ul), fi*Zi = UJ$(S-lWi), ai = f1,2 < i < 71. 
Set z, = a,.Fn . Then, fn*z, = X,(S-lw,) and by hypothesis (ii), 2;, is 
uniquely characterized by this fact. Moreover, a,~, E YJu,), since 
u, =g,*u1. This completes the proof. 
4. EXISTENCE OF OPERATIONS 
At this point, a natural question is: Do examples of the nth order 
operations we have just discussed actually exist? Classically, a higher 
order relation in the ring of primary operations (a chain complex, in the 
Adams-Maunder terminology) will sometimes give rise to a higher 
operation. In this section we give a simple general criterion for the 
existence of such higher order operations based on relations. In particular, 
for the (mods) Brown-Peterson spectrum BP we show that there exist 
nth order operations for 1 < n < 2p - 1. 
We begin with a rather general setting. Let n >, 2 be an integer. 
By an nth order relation we mean a sequence 
A, -2 A, -L ..’ - A,, -% A,,, , (4.1) 
of spectra and morphisms in 57, such that ai+1 0 ozi = 0, 1 < i < n - 1, 
and each cy( is nonzero. (Think of the 01’s as primary operations.) We 
will write 01 = (01~ ,..., a!,) for the relation. 
Suppose now that ul, is an nth order operation as in (3.1); let (h, ,..., h,) 
be the primary pieces defined in (3.9). We will say that the operation Y,, 
is associated to the relation LY. if 
El = A, , Bi = S2-sAAi, 2<i<n+l, 
9% = a19 hi = p-iar. 2<i<n. 
(4.2) 
* , 
The reader should check that this specializes to the usual concept in 
the case of secondary operations and relations. 
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Clearly every operation Y, determines a relation (hi ,..., X,), but the 
converse statement is more puzzling. 
PROBLEM. Given a relation a is there an operation Y,, associated 
to it? 
In general the answer is no--even in the classical case, when the 
Ai’s are wedges of the Eilenberg-McLane spectrum K(Z,), and the 
oli’s are elements of the mod p Steenrod algebra. As observed by Maunder, 
if n > 2 there are higher relations that do not yield operations. For 
example, the element h,,/~,~ in the &-term of the classical Adams spectral 
sequence for the two-component of the stable homotopy of spheres 
corresponds to a chain complex: 
in which the leading terms of d3 , d2 , dl are Sql, Sqs, and Sqs, respectively. 
Since there is a differential d, in the spectral sequence sending h,hS2 to 
h, , the composite of the primary operation corresponding to d3 with 
the secondary operation corresponding to C, -+ C, + C,, is equal to 
5’q16. This makes the chain complex (*) not admissibze in the sense of 
[17, p. 1291; th us, there is no corresponding tertiary operation. 
However, in the case of BP cohomology, we will show that every nth 
order relation among primary operations, 1 < n < p - 1, gives rise 
to an nth order operation ul, , using the following general theorem. 
THEOREM 4.3 (EXISTENCEOF OPERATIONS). Let 01 be an nth order 
relation. 
(1) Ifn = 2, th ere is always a second-order operation associated to 01. 
(2) Suppose that n > 3. If [A,, S2-kAi+k] = 0, 3 < k < n, 
1 < i < n - k + 1, there is an nth order operation associated to a. 
Proof. Case 1, n = 2. This is done in Lemma 1.1 of [28]. 
Case 2, n > 2. Assume inductively that Theorem 4.3 has been 
proved for all relations of order < n; we now prove that this implies 
the theorem for relations of order n. 
Suppose then that LY = (CQ ,..., a,) is an nth order relation. By our 
inductive hypothesis, there is an (n - 1)th order operation Y,-, 
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associated with the relation (01~ ,..., CX,-~). Then ‘i/,-, is given by a 
diagram 
S2-"A _ n 1 3,-1 E,el - *,z-' S2-nA, 
4 
:P”-l 
where #r 0 jr = S’-‘~r , 2 < I < n - 1, by (4.2). We now invoke 
4.4. ASSERTION. 
j;ml: [En-1,S2-nA,+l] + [S2-"A,-, ,S2-"A,,,] 
is injective. 
Assuming Assertion 4.4 for the moment, we prove Case 2. Consider 
the sequence 
We have 
,& --++ S2-444 n& P"A,,,. (4.5) 
jQa, 0 (Fln-1) = a, 0 #n-1 0 jnel = an 0 c+-~ = 0. 
Thus by 4.4, sequence (4.5) is a second-order relation, and thus by 
Case 1, there is an associated second-order operation 
3. *n S1-"A,-----+E,,-----+S~-"A,+l 
1 
Pll 
En-, k .!?'A,, 
such that #, 0 j, = S-%, . Taking ?Pm = (x,+ , & ,..., tin), completes 
the proof of the Theorem, modulo assertion 4.4. 
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Proof of 4.4. We first prove that 
[ET I ~2-n&,,1 = 0, for 1 < Y ,< n - 2, (4.6) 
where we set E, = A,. By the hypotheses of Case 2, (4.6) is true for 
r = I. Suppose (4.6) has been proven for all r with 1 < r < 4 - 1, 
where 4 is an integer < n - 2. We now prove (4.6) for r = 4. By 
definition (3.1) we have an exact sequence 
Sl-QA Q --.?+ E q p. E,-, A+ S2-qAq . 
This gives an exact sequence of groups 
[Sz4Aq, S2-“A,,,] & [Eq , S2-%A,+J 1 [E,-, , S2-nA,+1]. 
But the right-hand group is zero by the inductive hypothesis and the 
left-hand group is zero by the hypotheses of Theorem 4.3. Hence, the 
middle group is zero, which completes the inductive step and proves 
(4.6). Finally, to prove Assertion 4.4 we use the same arguments on the 
sequence 
s2-%A - n 1 .i,-1, En-, Pn-? En-2 ; 
by (44, [En-z , S2-n&+ll = 0, and then jn-l is injective as claimed. 
We now specialize to the case of the multiplicative cohomology theory 
given by a fixed ring spectrum A. We assume that A is p-sparse, in the 
sense that [A, A]” = 0 unless s E 0 mod 4, where 4 is an integer greater 
than one. For example, the Brown-Peterson spectrum for the prime p is 
2(p - I)-sparse [3, Section 161, and MU is 2-sparse. 
We say that an nth order relation (4.1) is an A-relation if: 
(4.7 i) A, = A, A,+1 = S”A, some s E 2. 
(4.7 ii) For 1 < K < 1z + 1, A, is a finite wedge of suspensions 
S”iqA, (kg E Z), say dIc in number. 
(4.7 iii) For 1 < k < n, 01~ is a dk+l x dk matrix of morphisms of 
deg 0 (dl = d,,, = 1). Thus, the (i, j)th entry in the matrix ak is given 
by a morphism from the jth factor of A, to the ith factor of Ak+1 . 
(4.7 iv) ‘Yk+r 0 ells = 0, as a d,.,, X dk matrix of morphisms, 
l<k<n-1. 
This definition focuses on the case in which the (Y’S are all made up 
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of primary operations in the cohomology theory A*( ). In this case, 
the hypothesis of Theorem 4.3 can be strengthened considerably. 
THEOREM 4.8. Let A be a q-sparse spectrum and let 01 be an nth order 
A-relation, with 2 < n < q + 1. Then there is an nth order operation 
associated to Q. 
COROLLARY 4.9. With each nth order BP-relation, 2 < n < 2p - I, 
there is associated an nth order operation. 
Proof. We apply Theorem 4.3. By Theorem 4.3)(l), we may assume 
that n > 3, and we need simply show that [Ai, S2-kA,+,] = 0, for 
3 < k < n, 1 < i < n - K + 1. But by (4.7ii), [A, , S2-kAi+k] is a sum 
of terms of form [,!?‘*A, S 2 - k+s*A], and each of these is zero by sparseness, 
since 3 < k < n < q + 1. This completes the proof. 
5. DETECTING STABLE HOMOTOPY 
We are now ready to explain the general method of finding nonzero 
homotopy elements used in this paper. Suppose that ?P, is associated 
with an nth order A-relation, as defined in (4.7). By (4.7i), A, = A, 
A n+l = S”A, for some s E 2. We then define 
degYn=s+l---n; (5.1) 
for by (3.5) and (4.2), f or any spectrum X, U, is an additive relation 
Y,: At(X) -+ At+s+l-n(X), all t E 2. 
Now suppose that we have a stable homotopy element 17 E rr-i , 
r > 2. Let X,, denote the CW-spectrum So u ,,er. Suppose that A is a 
q-sparse ring spectrum. 
LEMMA 5.2. Suppose that r + 0 mod q and that A*(T) = 0. Then 
there is a canonical splitting 
as A*-modules. 
A*(X,,) = A* @ SA*, 
Since A is q-sparse, A8 = 0 if s + 0 mod q. 
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Proof. The elements of A* may be thought of as cohomology 
operations, since A*(X) is a left module over A* for any X; since each 
nonzero element of A* acts nontrivially on A*(SO) = A*, A* embeds 
in A*(A), the ring of all cohomology operations. Thus, 5.2 follows 
from 1.8. 
If the stable element 7 is to be trivial, any higher order A-operation 
must respect the splitting in Lemma 5.2, in the sense of the following 
result. 
THEOREM 5.3. Let 01 = (a1 ,..., a,) be an nth order A-relation, with 
2 < n < q + 1, and let !Pn be an nth order operation associated to 01 such 
that deg !Pm = r f 0 mod q. Then: 
(1) Yn is defined on every class u E AO(X,) such that al(u) = 0. 
(2) Indeterminacy Y,(u) = a,[X, , S1-“A,] C A’(X,). 
(3) If there is a class u E AO(X,) such that 0 $ Yn(u), then v f 0. 
Proof. Suppose that Yn = (#r , I,& ,..., 4,). Let Yi = (&, & ,..., z,$), 
for 1 < i < n. Note that #i = 01~ and that 
deg !Pi = 1 - i mod q. 
In particular, deg Yn = r = 1 - n mod q. Since AS = 0 for s $0 
mod q, it follows by Lemma 5.2 that Aj(X) = 0 for j + 1 - n mod q, 
and hence, if u E AO(X,) with ai = I&(U) = 0, it follows that 0 E Y{(U), 
for 2 < i < n - 1. Therefore, by (3.5), !Pm(u) is defined. 
We apply (3.10) to prove part (2). Since Yn is associated to a, the 
spaces B, , refered to in (3.10), h ave the form Bi = S2eiA,, 2 < i < 
n + 1. But 01 is an A-relation, and hence each space Ai is a wedge of 
suspensions of A, with the degree of each suspension congruent to 
zero mod q. Let SaA be a typical factor in Ai . Then 
[X, , S1-i(SsuA)] = Asu+l-i(X,J = 0, 
for 2 < i < n - 1, by Lemma 5.2. Thus, [X, ,!FBi] = 0, for 1 < i < n 
and so (2) follows from (3.10). 
To prove (3), suppose that 7 = 0. We show that then 0 E YJu), for 
any u E AO(X,J with cur(u) = 0. Since 7 = 0, X,, = {So v S”>, and so 
there are degree zero maps 
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such that j o i = 1, where 5’ denotes the sphere spectrum. Thus, by 
Lemma 5.2 
i* : AO(X,) R? N(S) = A*. 
Since ;*j* = 1, it follows that j* : A* R+ AO(X,,). Let u E AO(X,) be a 
class in ker 01~ ; set v = i*u = j*-lu in A”. By naturality 01r(o) = 0. By 
hypothesis Y  + 0 mod 4 and hence A’ = 0. Thus, {0} = YJzi), and 
consequently, 
(0) = j*Y&) c Y,( j*w) = Y,(u). 
Thus, if u E AO(X,) with 0 $ Y,( u , we must have 71 # 0, which completes ) 
the proof of the Theorem. 
6. UNWINDING HIGHER ORDER BP OPERATIONS 
We now want to evaluate our higher order operations Yn on the 
BP-cohomology module of the mapping cone C = C(q(17L)). There is a 
class v-r E BP*(C) corresponding to the bottom cell of this complex. 
We first use the Unwinding Theorem 3.14 to express the value of Y on 
v-r in terms of primary BP operations, the primary pieces of Y (3.9). For 
this we must make use of the factorization of 7’1”’ given in (2.7) [or (2.8)]. 
The notation of a t-sequence, introduced next, allows us to express the 
result, Yv-, , and the indeterminacy in terms of purely algebraic algo- 
rithms. Most of the argument can be carried out for arbitrary n (assuming 
that V(n), 5, exist). 
For this section, the only data about BP cohomology we need is the 
coefficient ring: BP* s Ztp)[w’l, v2 ,...I, deg zli = --(pi - 1). 
We begin by studying the BP-cohomology of some spaces derived 
from diagram (2.8). Let n and t be fixed; set T = tQ,+l, N = N, + 
n + 1 [cf. (2.2)]. Note that T = 0 mod q, N = n + 1 mod q. Define 
g, : PV(r) -+ SN, - 1 < Y  < n, by setting g, = 6-r *me 6,-&~,~, and for 
Y  < n, g,. = g,,, j, . Note that g-r = 7in). 
Consider now the cofibration sequence for the map g, [we set C(Y) = 
mapping cone of g,]: 
SV(Y) -% s N-k C(Y) Pr sT+lv(y) -% sN+1. (6-l) 
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Since g, = g,+,j, , there is a map k, : C(r) -+ C(r + 1) so that the 
following diagram commutes: 
g-1 ST-S N h-1 - C(-I) p-1 g-1 z s=+1 _____f SN+I 
ii1 1 II 1 k-1 1 L1 II 
STV(O) 2-e SN h,+ C(0) po + S’“V(O) 2 sN+l 
i. 1 Ii 1 ko 1 i0 II 
1 Ii 1 1 II s=pyn - 1) g,_, SN-+F C(n - 1) 3 Sf+lv(n - 1) p,_, s N+I 
k.1 1 /I Lx h-1 II SV(n) B  SN h, 1 1 C(n) Pa s'+V(n) A sN+l 
(6.2) 
THEOREM 6.3. Let n be an integer with 2 < n < q - 1. 
(a) For - 1 \( r ,< n - 2 there is a canonicaE splitting 
BP*(C(r)) g SNBP* @ ST+N~+‘+2(BP*/IT) [cf. (2.2)]; 
(b) There is a splitting 
BP*(C(n - 1)) z SNBP* @ ST’Nn+l’n’l(BP*/I,_,); 
(c) There is a canonical splitting 
BP*(C(n)) g SN(I,) @ S=+““+“+“(BP*/(I, , ~)t,+~)). 
All of these splittings are as BP*-modules. 
Proof. Consider the fiber sequence SQp+lV(r) -++I V(r) -& V(r + 1). 
BY 2.4, h* is injective on BP-cohomology; so, by exactness, 
j**(BP*(V(r + 1))) = 0. For r < n, g, = g,+j,. , and consequently, 
g,*(BP*(F)) = 0. Applying BP* to sequence (6.1), we obtain the short 
exact sequence 
0 - BP*(sN) z BP*(C(r)) L BP*(sT+V(r)) t-- 0 
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for - 1 < I < n - 1. Thus the splittings (a) and (b) follow from 2.4 
and the fact that BP*(SN) is a free BP*-module. The splitting in (a) 
is canonical because in any given degree, one or the other of the 
summands is zero: 
BPi(SN) = 0 unless i=N-n+l modq; 
BP@‘+‘V(r)) = 0 unless i=T+N,+r+2-r+2 modq. 
Since - 1 < r < n - 2 in (a), and n < q - 1, we have n + 1 f r + 2 
mod q, and hence the splitting in (a) is canonical. 
To prove (c), set 
uk = canonical generator of BPk(Sk) 
pk = (a,-, .** a-,)* uN,+k+l E BPNk+‘+‘(V(+(K)). 
By 2.4, it is clear that BP*(V(k)) is generated, as a BP*-module, by 
pk , and &(& = Stc’~(~Lk~~+l) E S@K(BP*( V(k)), t 3 1. Applying 
this to the cofibration sequence 
O(n) --% s N h, C(n) Pn S~flV(*) -5 sN+1, 
we obtain a short exact sequence in BP-cohomology: 
O+-kerg,*- hn* BP*(C(n)) z BP*(Sr+lV(n))/g,*BP*(SN+l) + 0, 
where ker g,* = SN(I,) C SNBP*, and BP*(ST+lV(n))/grr*SN+lBP* g 
S=+lBP*( V(n))/(v;+& Th e sequence splits canonically by degree 
considerations, as before, and we obtain (c). This completes the proof 
of 6.3. 
The space we are interested in is C = C(qp)) = C(-1); by 6.3 its 
BP-cohomology is BP*(C(-1)) g SNBP* @ ST+lBP*. Choose canon- 
ical generators by setting v-r = (hill&la, , K-~ = p211STf1a, . 
Suppose that Y is an (n + 1)th order BP operation, 1 ,< 71 < q - 1. 
Then deg Y = --12 mod q (5.1). But N = n + 1 mod q, T = 0 
mod q, and thus, if !I’ is defined on v-r, then Y(v-~) = {UK-~), where 
aEBP*and{ )d enotes the equivalence class given by Indet !?? Given Y, 
we ask: What is the coefficient a ? 
To answer, we introduce the notion of t-sequence. 
PROPOSITION 6.4. Let 01 = (01~ ,..., 9) be an A-order BP-relation 
(4.4) with degree 0~~ > 0 (that is, the degree of each element in the vector 01~ 
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is positive). Then for each positive integer t there is a unique sequence 
A = (al,l ,..., a,+,J such that 
(i) Each ai,t is a d&uple of elements of BP*/l,+ (a d,-vector). 
(ii) a,,, = vrt. 
(iii) v,-iai+l,l = cyi(aiJ mod 1,-i-l , 1 < i < r. 
[In (iii), on the right-hand side we apply a d,,, x di matrix to a di- 
vector, and hence, we obtain a d,+l- vector. On the left-hand side, each 
term in the vector ai+l,f is to be multiplied by vr-< . The requirement is 
that, term by term, the left and right-hand sides should be equal mod 
L-l *I 
The sequence A will be called the t-sequence associated to 01. 
Proof. To start the induction we note that vrbl divides c~~(v,,~) 
mod I,-1 , since deg CX~ > 0 and rEvr E Irml for E f 0. Hence there is a 
unique a2,t . Next, note that 
fk: BPS--1 ---f BP,P-, 
defined by fk(x) = vkx, is a map of BP*(BP)-modules, since 
YEbv) = c ( Y~w~)(Y~-x) by the Cartan formula 
E’+E”=E 
Thus, 
= VkYEx mod I,-, . 
4k) = ai ( 
1 - aiel (Q.~) = --& aiaYi-lcl.t 
%i+1 1 
mod 4-d 
= 0 modI,+ = (p, ~1~ ,..., v+~), 
so that cu$a,,, is divisible by v,-~ mod@, Y.J~ ,..., v,-~+~). Hence ai+l,f = 
( 1 h-d”@i. f is uniquely determined in BP,/I,-,+, . 
We now can explain how to compute the coefficient a and thus 
evaluate the (n + 1)th order operation Y/. 
THEOREM 6.5. Let 01 be as in 6.4, with T = n + I, and let Y be 
the (n + 1)th order operation associated to ar (4.9), 1 < n < q. If qi”’ can 
be constructed [as in (2.8) OY (2.9)], then 
WJ = ~c~,+~,&-~)~, mod(Im a,+d n Bpk(C(d’?), 
where h = deg(an+2,fK-l), and c E Zcp) , c + 0 mod p. 
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Proof. The proof is based on the Unwinding Theorem 3.14, i.e., 
we calculate the (n + 1)th order operation by repeatedly applying the 
Peterson-Stein axiom to reduce to nth, (n - l)th,..., and finally first- 
order operations. To see that 3.14 applies, we must first make some 
BP-cohomology calculations. 
For each r with - 1 < Y < n - 1, we know that ST+or+1+2V(r) is the 
cofiber of k, : C( Y + C(r + l), so we have an exact sequence ) 
C(r) L w+ I)--+ Q sT+Qr+l+qqr) -3--b SC(Y), 
leading to a commutative diagram of cofibrations 
(6.6) 
SN hr+l 
- C(r + 1) -5 sT+9q(T + 1) 
5 1 8, 
13+2+Or+‘qT) = ST+2+Qr+1ql(r) 
We want to analyze the cohomology morphisms I,&*, k,*, f,* in this 
diagram. Choose generators for BP*(C(r)) as follows: for r < n - 2, 
make the canonical choice by taking 
vr = (h,*)-l UN ) and K, = pr*ST+l(/L,). 
For r = n - 1, we again have the generator ~,-r = p~-lST+l(~n-l), 
and we choose a class v,-r such that hz-,v,-, = ON. Finally, in C(n) 
again take K, = p,*Sr+l(& together with classes (v~v,J,..., (v~Y,) such 
that &*(?I&) = v,o, . 
LEMMA 6.7. (a) For - 1 < r < n - 1, 
E7*sT+2+0r+1(/LT) = K,.+l , 
&*(‘%+I) = 0, 
&*(Kr) = sT+l+o~+l(v,+lp,). 
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(b) For - 1 < r < n - 2, ks*(~r+J = vr , &.*vr = 0 (when r = 
n - 2 this is true for any choice of vndl). 
(c) The generator us-1 E BPNC(n - 1) can be chosen so that 
~~-lv,-l = ST+l+Q$bv~+l~n-l), where b E 2~~) , b + 0 mod p. 
Proof. Parts (a) and (b) follow at once from diagram (6.6) and the 
known facts concerning the morphisms &*, jr*, and A,*. For (c), note 
that by 6.3(c) and 6.7(a), E~_~S~+~+~~(O~+~~L~_~) = 0, and hence by 
exactness, there is a class yn-i in BPN(C(n - 1)) such that #f-i~+~ = 
ST+liQ~(vUfL+lpn-l). By 6.7(a), ‘t 1 is clear that yn-i is not a multiple of 
K n--l, so that hz--lv,-l # 0, and thus, we may choose the generator 
v+i so that yn-i = cv,-i , for some c E .Zc,) , c # 0. In fact, c + 0 
modp. For suppose that c = pd, d E A’(,, . Then ST+l+Q$~~+l~,-l) = 
@-ir,-i = p(&.,v,-,) = 0 E BP*( V(n - 1)). But this is impossible, so 
c + 0 mod p. Let b = c-l E Zip) ; then v,-~ = byaWl, z,!&~v~-~ = 
ST+l+Q~bv;+l/+ , as claimed. This proves 6.7. 
Proof of 6.5. Consider the following (n + I)th order diminished 
cofibration sequence (3.13): 
sT+l ST+l+ow(0) ST+l+o*+v(n + 2) 
1 
*-1 *o +“-a 
C(-1) A 
1 Lo 1 
C(O) - .*. - C(n - 2) k,_, C(n - 1). 
By 6.7, conditions (i) and (ii) of 3.14 are satisfied. Consider the classes 
ye1 E BPN(C(- I)), v,-~ E BPN(C(n - 1)). By 6.7(b), v-r=(K-, -.. K,-,)* 
V n-1, which is condition (iiia) of 3.14. Since deg 01~ > 0, h~--l(qv,-l) = 
qh&-I(vn-l) = a,(~,) = 0. Thus, by exactness, 
+,-1) = a2Kn-l , (6.8) 
for some vector za of elements of Zc,) . 
Let wa = STf2+Q+~~,-J; by 6.7 and 6.8, ai(v,-i) = &a(~,). This 
is (iiib) of 3.14. Thus, since 01 is associated to (01~ ,..., 01,+i), Theorem 3.14 
states that there exist classes wi E [ST+2+Q+d+lV(ti - i), S2-iAJ, and 
z n+1 E [C( - l), S-mA,+2], 3 < i < n + 1, such that 
cG3%+1) = (- lr+2 %+dWn+1)7 
(6.9) 
~~-j~;-j&&oi+,) = (- ly+l c+ui), 2<i<n. 
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Again by 6.7 we have 
$r*E~~l(ST+2+o~pr-l) = ST+l+o’+yw,+lp,), -l<r<n--2. (6.10) 
Let Z~ , 2 < i < n + 1, be vectors in BP* such that 
wi = s T+2+@-i+‘(Q&, 
and let an+s E BP* such that 
- z n+1 = Qn+2K-1' 
Then by (6.9) 
(6.11) 
~,*-~~~-~-l(S’+2+o”-i(~~+l~,_i_l)) = (-l)i+l ST+l+on-“+l(~i(Z$) /.&n-i), 
'br;(ii;l+2'4 = (-l)n+' ST+l(‘%+~@n+~P-l)>) 
while by (6.10) 
~n*-i~n*-i-1(Sr+2+on-c(~~+l~~_i+l)) = ST+l+Ofl-i+l(~~+lWn-i+ll-ln-i), 2 < i < ?Z + 1, 
and by 6.7a, 
&(K-1) = sT+++,/L1). 
Consequently, cui(uJ = (- 1 )i+1(5~+l~n--i+l) mod Inpi, for 2 < i < n + I. 
To complete the calculation, go back to (6.8) and apply I,@-~ to both 
sides. By 6.7 we obtain 
bL(%%-1) = %(4n*-lvn-l) = b%(4+1) ST+l+on,(P1,-l). 
On the other hand t,@-,(&K,-,) = %s~~S~+~+on(~~-~), and thus, if we 
take a2 = b-Q2 , we have ~(zJ;+~) = qu, mod 1,-1 . 
Set a, = 7&+r , ai = (- 1)(1/2)(i+2)(i+3)b-la~ , 2 < i < n + 2. Then 6.4 
is satisfied, and thus (aI ,..., u~+~) is the t-sequence associated to 01. 
Now observe that by (3.14), z,+~ E Yn+l(~-l), and by (6.1 l), xn+r = 
- 
%fBK-l. Set e = (- 1)(1/2)(12+3)(n+4)b, so that eunf2 = &+2 . Then 
#n+l(~-l) = {cu,+~K~~} mod Indet y%+, . But 
Indet ?.Pn+, = ~l,+~ [C(-1), PIB,+,Iz by (3.7) (I = deg UJ 
= %+1 [C(-1), ,PA,+Jz by (4.2) (since order Y = n + 1) 
C [C(-1), S-nA,+2]z = [C(-1), ,‘FnBPlz by (4.7i) 
= [C(-1), BP]z+s-” by (1.4) 
= BP”(C(-1)) by (5.1). 
This completes the proof of 6.5. 
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7. THE HIGHER RELATIONS 
In this section we derive the higher relations among primary BP opera- 
tions which give rise (4.3) to the higher BP operations needed to detect 
the q! . ‘n) The key step (7.1) is simply the discovery of two conjugate- 
symmetric matrices A and B of primary operations for which BA = 0. 
It follows that AB = 0, and it is then easy to write down higher relations 
of any length. 
The conjugate-symmetry property of the matrices we will use is 
defined as follows. Let H be a Hopf algebra with antipode (canonical 
antiautomorphism) c. Call a matrix A over H conjugate-symmetric 
if (cA)~ = &A, where ( )” is the transpose, and CA = {caij}. 
PROPOSITION 7.1. If A, B are conjugate-symmetric matrices of even- 
dimensional elements of H with BA = 0, then AB = 0. 
Proof. For any two matrices D, E over H, we have (CD)’ (cE)~ = 
(c(ED))~, by a simple calculation using the basic formula c(xy) = c(y) 
C(X) for X, y even-dimensional (or for characteristic 2). Then 0 = 
c(BA)~ = (cAl)(cB”) = fAB, proving the proposition. 
This proposition implies in particular that any even-dimensional 
conjugate-symmetric ordinary Adem relation C q5iilcrjr; = 0 extends 
automatically to Adem relations of arbitrarily high order [cf. (7.15) and 
(7.16)]. This is true over the usual Steenrod algebra, the algebra 
BP*(BP), where everything is even-dimensional, or any of the algebras 
discussed in [2, Lecture 31. 
Now let 
( 
TTJ 3 --2r,r, + rlrp (P + 1) rDel + y?, 
A = -2r,r, + rg, Y12 -PP + Vl) 
r,-l - vp -P + Vl 
-” 
2 
B = [;; f;:z ;). 
In these matrices entries such as q are to be interpreted as cohomology 
operations: For a class u E BP*(X), viu is given by the natural BP*- 
module structure on BP*(X). Compositions of such operations with the 
rE’s are discussed in [31, p. 4861: for example, rl 0 v1 = rl(vl) + vlrl = 
P + Vl * To understand the basic methods of computing products 
6071=43-3 
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rErF , the reader must be familiar with [3, Sect. 31. We are indebted 
to Adams [5] for helping to simplify the presentation of these matrices. 
LEMMA 7.2. (cA)~ = A, (cB)' = -B. 
Proof. The conjugation on BP*(BP) is determined by [3, Formula 
16.l(iv)]. For the elements ti E BP,(BP), we find quickly ct, = -t, ; 
dualizing, we get c(zPrj) = (-1) hEri for 1 < j < p and any exponent 
sequence E. It is now evident that (cB)~ = -B. Furthermore, 
c(-p + VlYl.1) = c(-p) + C(YJ c(v,) = -p - rlq = -p - p - v,r, 
= -2p - vlrl . 
Similar calculations establish (cA)~ = A, proving the lemma. 
THEOREM 7.3. AB = BA = 0. 
Proof. By 7.1 and 7.2 it is enough to show BA = 0. If we write 
BA = (nii>, 1 ,< i, j < 3, we must show all nij = 0. For convenience, 
we quote some known facts. 
Pi 9 ylal = rn-D.1 n>p 
[Yl 9 ml = 0 71 <p [31,5.10] 
(7.4) 
ylyB = yo,l + (P + 1) yp+l - vlyl.l [28, Sect. (iv)] (7.5) 
ray1 = (a + 1) Ya+1 - VG,,l,l 7 0 < a < 2p - 2 [28, Lemma 4.31. 
0’4 
The relations n,, = ni2 = 0 are contained in Lemma 1.3 of [28]. 
We get aa1 = as2 = 0 from the relations 
[Yl 9 r,l = To.1 9 (7.7) 
[fl j YO,ll = Ps 7 ro.11 = 0 (7.8) 
which are consequences of 7.4 and [31, 4.1 and 4.31, or straightforward 
calculation (compare [18, p. 691). 
Now recall 
YlVl = P, Y&= 0 for E # A,. (7.9) 
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Then n2a = 0, for 
y,(-p + SYl) - yp-zy1 2 - (-pyp + pyp-,r, + z'1rpyJ - (P - 1) Y+J-lTl 
[by (7.6) and (7.9)] 
= -PY, + YB-lrl + VJl 
= -PY, + PY, - vlro,l + villy~l [by (7.6)1 
= vl(-ylyp + 2~~1) [by (7.7)1. 
Similarly we calculate f.zra = nz3 = ns3 = 0. 
Finally, we must show lzzl = 0. For this we need 
zJt2 = t, @ 1 + t, @ tlp + 1 @ 5, - 4 1 
O<Q<P 
y j tla 0 tl”-” (7.10) 
(cf. [3, Theorem 16.1(v)]) an d an upper bound on spillover [28, Sect. 41: 
LEMMA 7.11 (Adams). In expanding a product 
YEYF = 1 CKYK , CK E BP”, 
we have c, = 0 for deg r, 3 (p/p - 1) (deg yEyF). 
Proof. For any monomial tE of deg d, write 
$btK = c CE,FtE @ t’, CE,F E BP, = BP-*. 
It is easy to check [3, 16.1(v)] that CE,F = 0 unless deg c~,~ < d/p, 
and hence, deg tE @ tF > d(p - 1)/p. The lemma follows. 
Combining (7.10) and (7.1 I) and some acrobatics with binomial 
coefficients, we can compute 
YPY9-1 = ('"p ') Y2H - 9 [("", ') - l] Yp-l,l, (7.12) 
9-lrp = (‘“p ‘) r28.4 + rp-2,1 - $- [(‘“F ‘) - l] Y~-~,~ 
111;11+1 = (y;;) 
(7.13) 
YZzl-1 + (P - 2) yg-2.1 
- % [(Y;:, - (P - l)] y9-1.1 (7.14) 
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Then 
q(rpZ) - Ys-2(--2r,r, + YPYl) + YP(YP-1  VP) 
= W1Yp2 - Y%+2(--2Y,*, - (P + 1) yP+l + VlJ - VP2 -P,-lY, 
+ rpyp-1, [by (7.5), (7.7), (7.911, 
= 2r,-2,1 + (P + 1) r9--2y%l+1 - P(P - 2) rp-2.1 - (P - 1) vp-~,~ 
- prp-lrp + rprp-l [by 131, 4.31 
(specifically, r,rosl = r,,lr, = ra,l , for 0 < a < p), and (7.5), (7.6)], 
= 0 [by (7.12)-(7.14)]. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 7.3. 
We now can write down the higher BP relations we need. 
Let 
r1 
B, = yp > 
0 r. 
B2 = (0, --wl, rl); 4 = (yp-1 - vp , -p + Vl , -q2)- 
Then for any integer n > 3, 
A,(BA)j-1 B,: BP -+ @BP v S’pf2’qBP 
or 
+ SmBf’ v S’Pt2,aBp v S’2Pfl’qBP + . . . 
---f S((~-l)~+l)nBp v SjPqBp v SUP+ZkBp * Sips 
if n = Zj, j > 2, (7.15) 
B,A(BA)+l B,: BP + ... + S"i-l'P+l'PBP v Sh'qBp v S'jPf2'qBp 
+ SjPqBp v StjP+2hBp v S(U+l)p+l)qBp 
- S'j"tl'G'J-3p if n=2j+l,j>l (7.16) 
represent BP-relations (4.7) of order n. By Corollary 4.8, if n < 2p - 1, 
we have associated nth order BP operations ‘u, . 
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8. PROOFS OF THE MAIN THEOREMS 
We now have our operations ?P% ; all that remains is to prove Theorems 
A through D of the Introduction by calculating the Y% and their in- 
determinacy on the basic element v-r E BP*( C( - 1)). For this we must 
calculate the effect of the primary operations rj on the coefficient ring 
BP*. We summarize the results in the following two theorems. 
Define an ordering on exponent sequences E = (e, , ea ,.,.) by writing 
E > F if there is an i such that ei > fi , and ei = fi for all j > i. If 
E > F then vF is said to be a lower term than vE. 
THEOREM 8.1. (a) If n is an even integer, there is a t-sequence 
(al ,..., a,,,) (see 6.4) associated to (7.15) such that a,,, = x,,~ = 
ftv~-l(v,-2v,-4 *** v~)P~-~-~ + lower terms, mod p. 
(b) If n is odd, there is a t-sequence associated to 7.16 such that 
a,+1 = 50 = •~v~~~(u,-~v,,-~ 0.. v~)‘*-~-~ vlp2 + lower terms, mod p. 
For the next theorem, let B = Z,[v, , v3 ,...I s BP*/(p, vJ, as an 
abstract polynomial ring (the grading may be ignored here). Consider 
r = g=s v+-~(~/~vJ, a derivation of B. It is not hard to show that 
rp = 0, so we have a chain complex 
THEOREM 8.3. Let p be a prime for which V(n) exists, and let 
?2<2p-1. 
(a) (n even) x,,~ is an r-cycle, and if it is not an rp-l-boundary, then 
x~,~K-~ $ Indet ul, . 
(b) (a 04 If %t is not an r-boundary, then x,,~Ic-~ N Indet Y, . 
We defer the proofs of 8.1 and 8.3, and instead show how they imply 
the main theorems of the introduction. 
Proof of Theorems B and C. The operation ull, associated to (7.15) 
or (7.16) exists by 4.8. According to 6.5, the t-sequence guaranteed by 
8.1 gives the value of Y%(v-,) and the indeterminacy specified in 
Theorem B. This proves Theorem B, and Corollary C follows at once 
from 5.3. 
Proof of Theorem D. Thanks to 8.3, it is enough to show that x,,~ 
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is not an @-l-boundary (not an r-boundary) for 71 = 4 (n = 3,5) and 
appropriate values of t. A manic monomial (m.m.) y E B is one with 
coefficient 1 E 2, . Let us say that ry involves the m.m. a if ry = ca + 
other terms, c # 0 mod p. Then we observe 
(8.4) If vE E B, ei < p for all i, then no TX involves ~9. 
Case 1. n=3, t=ap+b,O<a<b<p-l.Wearetoshow 
that x~,~ = &ttV~p1v$-2 + lower terms, is not an r-boundary. If a = 0 
we are done by 8.4. If not, we find r(~&-9%~-~) = &%j’-” + 
(t - l)~~w~-~-~v~r+~. Set b,,, = v~v~--P-~z@‘-~. Then y1 = T.J~z$-P%$-~ 
is the only m.m. y in B for which ry involves v~--lvp-“. Again, if a = 1, 
and hence, t - 1 E b - 1 + 0 mod p (since b > a) we are done, 
because if y is a m.m. and ry involves b,,, , then y = y1 . If not, then 
y2 = u*2f);-2P-2v;P-2 is the only m.m. besides yr for which ry involves b,,,: 
1y2 = 263.1 + (t - 2) wu420~-2~-3v;D-2 = 2b3,l + (t - 2) b,,, . 
We can evidently repeat the process until we reach b3,p-2 = v~-~v~“+‘-~, 
which can only come from yPW2 ; this takes care of the last case 
a=p-2,b=p-1. 
Case2. n=4, l<t<p--I. If yr is an m.m. such that ryr 
involves v~-‘~$~-r+-~, then yr can only be ~1~%&‘*-~~-~. Similarly, the 
only manic monomial y2 for which ry, involves yi is y2 = v~-1vz2v~2-3P-2. 
Inductively, we see by (8.4) that the process must stop with 
rP-“(v~--‘u~-“v~-“) = CQ mod lower terms, c # 0. Thus x~,~ is not 
an @-r-boundary. 
Case 3. n = 5, 1 < t < p - I. Now x~,~ = v~%$~-~-~v$-~ and 
y1 zzz ~,t~,v~“--2p-2vg-2 is the only m.m. in B for lower terms, which 
ryi involves v5 t7$2-2p-2v~-2 : 
t-1 11+1 li-29-2 YY, = X5.t + tv, v4 v3 D-2 02 - 27~ ‘v vD2-2P-3v~p-2 5 43 mod lower terms 
= x~,~ + tb;,, - 2b5,1 mod lower terms. 
We can ignore bi,, since it is a lower term than x5, t . Further, yr and 
y2 = ~+,tv~%~~-~P-~z$‘-~ are the only m.m.‘s y with ry involving b,,, ; 
this gives us b,,, , etc. The process terminates with b,,,-, = 
f p-2 pz-2p-2 
v5v4 212 whose unique preimage is ype2 . Then ryPP2 = 
2b,p,-3 + b,,,-i , so that b5,p-3 + lower terms cannot be an r-boundary; 
~~-3 = %,,-4 + 2&i,,-, 3 so that b5,p--4 + lower terms cannot be an 
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r-boundary; inductively, we conclude that ~s,~ itself cannot bound. This 
finishes Case 3 and proves Theorem D. 
Remark. The above arguments break down for n > 6, and we have 
been unable to prove that x,,~ does not bound for large values of n, 
(t < p), although we believe it to be true. A proof, for example, one 
using the classical theory of derivations on polynomial rings, would 
immediately extend Theorem D to all elements up), n < 2~ - 1, 
t<p-1. 
We have only to prove 8.1 and 8.3. 
PROPOSITION 8.5. For IL > 2, 
(a) rlvn = -v,“-1 mod(p, 4 
(b) rjvn = 0 mod( p, q), 2<j<p--1 
(c) rjv, = 0 mod(p, vl ,...) 0,-J = I,-, 
Note. r,v, = z+, r,v, = -z)rP, rjnz = 0 otherwise (all mod p); 
see [28]. 
Proof. We use the Hazewinkel generators vi of BP* [9, 141, defined 
by their images under h: r,(BP) -+ H,(BP): 
h(v,J = pm,, - 1 v:tsms. o<s<n 
We will also need 
rim, = m,-, j = pn-1 
rjm, = 0 otherwise 
(8.6) 
(8.7) 
[31, 3.31. (As usual, we abuse notation by identifying the vi with their 
images under the monomorphism h.) The m, do not lie in image h; 
however, by (8.6), 
Pm, = Pn4, + 1 (Fm,) v;bs , 
.3 
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so by induction on n we get 
pnmn E (P, 4 C BP, . (8.8) 
Now assume j <p - 1, and combine (8.6), (8.7), and the Cartan 
formula to get 
The first term on the right-hand side drops out, for the binomal coeffi- 
cients in the Cartan-formula expansion r&& are all multiples of p”, 
so that (8.8) ’ pl’ im ies that this term lies in (p, vi). If j = 1, the second 
term in (8.9) is -v”,-~ , establishing (a); for 2 < j < p - 1, the binomial 
coefficients occurring in the Cartan formula are all divisible by p, 
giving (b). Finally, if 2 < j < (p”-’ - l)/(p - I), 
deg(rjv,) = ( pn-l + pn-’ + *** + p + 1 - j)q > (p”-’ - 1)q = deg(v:::); 
since BP*Jnn-2 = 0 in degrees between deg vet: and deg vz-r, (c) 
follows, proving 8.5. 
Proof of 8.1. By 6.4, a2 = (l/vnwl) Bv,~ mod I+, , where B = 
(r1 > rp 9 0). Then the Cartan formula and 8.5 give 
where L(X) means terms lower than X. Note that T&(X) CL@), in the 
obvious sense. 
Next, a3 = (l/v,+.) Au, mod 1%-a , with A as in Section 7. We notice 
that v,r,x and (-p + V~Y& lie in InPa for any x E BP*, and Y,-,v~I~ = 
v$f mod 1,+a . Also, (-2r,r, + r,ri)(v~::) E&-~ , since r P VP--~ E Imp3 
by 8.5c, while 
(rD~l)(~;r:) = t-,( -vZ$L) mod h-3 
= -(Y,v:I~) &. mod L-3 
= 0 mod InJ by 8.5~. 
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Further, r,%P,?j = r,(O) = 0 mod In-S by 8.5 c, so we get 
i 
L(vy) 
us = L(p) mod I,-, . 
&~v~-~v~;“-~ mod L(vk’) 1 
Now we assume n > 4 [if n = 4, skip to (8.10); if n = 3, to (8.11)], 
and consider a4 = (l/~,-~) Ba, mod Ime4 . We have 
giving 
rl(v$-l) = -v~~%~-, 
~Ph-2 .%4) = -(“‘-,” - 1) v~~z9-lv~‘_3 1 
modG-4 9 
-+*) 
(14 = WP) mod I,-, , 
&tv~1v$‘-2v~:~ mod L(z4) 
where z4 = v~~v~~;~-~. 
Repeating the calculations we did for a3 , we find 
i 
L(z4) 
a5 = -w4) mod Inw5 . 
_+tv~1v~%D’-2v~~<‘-1 mod L(z4) ! 
Eventually (if n is even) we find 
i 
wn-2) 
a,-1 = wn-2) mod(p, 4, 
jt~~~~(v,-, --* v4)oz-o-2 v.fepel mod L(z,+J 1 
x,-2 = v, t-yvn-2 **- v4)p2--p--2. We know u, = (l/v,) Bane1 mod p,’ but 
s2-9-1 = 
r1vz 
TP-D-2 2, 
VZ Vl 
&-D-l _ 
I 
mod p, so 
raV2 - -v 
DQ+-2 
2 v1 + lower terms 
L(%) 
a, = &tV~-'(V,-2 .” V4V2)o2-9--2 mod L(z,) mod P, (8.10) 
ft~~~(v,-, -.. v4v2)g2-D-2 VT-’ mod L(x,) 
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x, = o~~(v,-~ e** z~a)p*-~-~; (x,,~ = tx, + lower terms). Finally, 
a It+l = (l/p)(r,, - wz, 9 -P + w19 -s”> a, = x,,t mod p. (8.11) 
This proves the theorem for n even. If 71 is odd, 
a,-, = 
i 
Jwn-1) 
J7%-1) mod(p, 4, 
&~w~~~(w,-, - * - w~)~*-~-~ w?j’-l mod L(z,-J 
X,-l = vn t-yv,-2 --a v~)P~--P-~. Then 
a, = (l/q) Aa,-l mod p 
( 
Lc%) 
T2 Wn) mod p, (8.12) 
ft~~~~(w,-, -a- w.$‘*~~-~ w,“-“w, mod L(z,) 
x, = r&-‘(v,-, a-s v~)~~-~-~v~-~; (xn 1 = tzn + lower terms). Finally, 
a n+l = (l/p)(O, -zli , rJ a, = x,,~ mod lower terms. (8.13) 
This proves 8.1. 
Proof of 8.3. Since (p, vi) is an invariant ideal of BP* [l], the 
operations rE pass to self-maps of BP*/@, vi) = B. The operation 
-rl : BP*/(p, 01) - BP*l(p, ~1) coincides with r as defined on B, 
by 8.5a) and the fact that rr is a derivation. By (7.6) and induction, 
(r$+-l = r,-, up to units of 2 6) , so we can identify rp-r with a nonzero 
multiple of rP-i . 
By 6.5, 
Indet !Pn = Im OZ,+~ = Im(r,-, - wlyl, , -p + qrl , -q2), 
= Wrl , -fb , 01, n odd. 
If X,,tK-l E Indet ?Pn, then, reducing mod@, vi), we get 
n even; 
x,,~ E Im ! r9-19 n even; r1 3 n odd I mod(p, d; 
that is, x,,~ is a boundary. 
It remains to prove that x,,~ is always an r-cycle if n is even. Let 
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f =r1 : SlBP ---f S+QBP. Set LX~+~ = f01,+~ ; then [using (8.11) or 
(8.13)1, 
f%t = fW/P) %+14 = (UP) 4+1% * (8.14) 
But 
a A+1 = (Y&pi-l - VP), %‘l(-P + VI), +%2)) 
= 2)1(-2ylyp + YJl , T12, --2P - %) 
= 0 mod vl by (7.3). 
Hence T~x,,~ = ( l/p)&+l~, = 0 mod ~1~ , as claimed. This completes 
the proof of 8.3. 
Remark. For 1z odd, x,,~ need not be an rp-l-cycle. For example, 
more calculations (omitted here) show that the first place this happens 
is ~P-~(x~,~+l) # 0; hence, ~$il is nontrivial whenever it can be 
constructed. 
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